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(54) MULTIPATH LIGHT TEST DEVICE FOR TOF MODULE, DEPTH ERROR MEASURING METHOD 
AND SYSTEM

(57) The present invention relates to a multipath light
test device for a time of flight (TOF) module (40) and a
depth error measuring method and a depth error meas-
uring system. The test device comprises: a light-splitting
plate (10) configured to split light emitted from the TOF
module (40); a first reflector plate (20) connected to the
light-splitting plate (10) and forming a first angle with the
light-splitting plate (10); and a second reflector plate (30)
disposed on one side opposite to the first reflector plate
(20) and forming a second angle with the first reflector
plate (20); one part of the emitted light from the TOF
module (40) is returned to the TOF module (40) along a
first optical path (200) after being reflected by the
light-splitting plate (10) with a first reflectivity; and the
other part of the emitted light from the TOF module (40)
is transmitted through the light-splitting plate (10) and
incident to the first reflector plate (20) and then returned
to the TOF module (40) along a second optical path. The
present invention can qualitatively and quantitatively de-
termine the error of the depth value acquired by the TOF
module (40) resulted from the multipath light. In applica-
tion, for analyzing the error the depth value acquired and
outputted by the TOF module 40 due to the mixed light
of some specific long and short paths, the multipath light
test device 100 for the TOF module may be adopted to
test the mixed light of these specific long and short paths.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the technical
field of detection and measurement, especially a multip-
ath light test device for a TOF module, and depth error
measuring method and system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] 3D imaging technologies are getting more and
more attention. Compared with 2D imaging, 3D imaging
needs to further obtain depth values of an object. The
depth value of the object can be obtained through a time
of flight (TOF) module. The working principle of the TOF
module can be as follows: a light pulse is continuously
sent to a target, and then the TOF module is utilized to
receive light returned from the target such that the dis-
tance between the target and the TOF module is obtained
by detecting the time of flight of the light pulses, and then
the depth value of the target is obtained.
[0003] The process of applying the TOF module is of-
ten affected by multipath light, resulting in a deviation in
the measured depth of the target. Because the multipath
light is often uncontrollable, the impact of the multipath
light on the depth value of the target measured based on
the TOF module cannot be specifically determined.

SUMMARY

[0004] Various embodiments of the present invention
provide a multipath light test device for a TOF module,
and a method for measuring depth error and a system
for measuring depth error so as to resolve shortage in
related arts.
[0005] According to a first aspect of the embodiments
of the present invention, there is provided a multipath
light test device for a TOF module, including: a light-split-
ting plate configured to split light emitted from the TOF
module; a first reflector plate connected to the light-split-
ting plate and forming a first angle with the light-splitting
plate; and a second reflector plate disposed on one side
opposite to the first reflector plate, forming a second an-
gle with the first reflector plate; one part of light in the
emitted light from the TOF module is returned to the TOF
module along a first optical path after being reflected by
the light-splitting plate with a first reflectivity; and the other
part of the emitted light from the TOF module is trans-
mitted through the light-splitting plate and incident to the
first reflector plate and then returned to the TOF module
along a second optical path.
[0006] In one embodiment, the first optical path in-
cludes: an incident light path along which the light is in-
cident to the light-splitting plate and a first return light
path along which the light is returned to the TOF module;
and the second optical path includes: a first incident light
path along which the incident light is incident to the light-

splitting plate, a second incident light path along which
the light is transmitted through the light-splitting plate and
incident to the first reflector plate, and a second return
light path along which the light is reflected by the first
reflector plate and the second reflector plate and returned
to the TOF module.
[0007] In another embodiment, each of the first angle
and the second angle is 45°.
[0008] In still another embodiment, the second return
light path includes: a third incident light path along which
the light transmitted through the light-splitting plate and
incident to the first reflector plate is reflected by the first
reflector plate and incident to the second reflector plate,
a third reflected light path along which the light is reflected
by the second reflector plate to the first reflector plate, a
fourth incident light path along which the light is reflected
by the first reflector plate and incident to the light-splitting
plate, and a light path along which the light is transmitted
through the light-splitting plate and returned to the TOF
module.
[0009] In still another embodiment, one part of light that
is reflected by the first reflector plate and incident to the
light-splitting plate is reflected by the light-splitting plate;
reflected light is incident to the first reflector plate and
returned to the TOF module along a third optical path;
and the third optical path includes: a first incident light
path along which the incident light is incident to the light-
splitting plate, a second incident light path along which
the light is transmitted through the light-splitting plate and
incident to the first reflector plate, a third incident light
path along which the light is reflected by the first reflector
plate and incident to the second reflector plate, a third
reflected light path along which the light is reflected by
the second reflector plate to the first reflector plate, a
fourth incident light path along which the light is reflected
by the first reflector plate and incident to the light-splitting
plate, a fifth incident light path along which the light is
reflected by the light-splitting plate and incident to the
first reflector plate, a sixth incident light path along which
the light is reflected by the first reflector plate and incident
to the second reflector plate, a sixth reflected light path
along which the light is reflected by the second reflector
plate to the first reflector plate, a seventh incident light
path along which the light is reflected by the first reflector
plate and incident to the light-splitting plate, and a light
path along which the light is transmitted through the light-
splitting plate and returned to the TOP module.
[0010] In still another embodiment, light-splitting layers
are coated on both sides of the light-splitting plate for
splitting the light incident to the light-splitting plate to a
light reflected from the light-splitting plate and a light
transmitted through the light-splitting plate.
[0011] In still another embodiment, the multipath light
test device for the TOF module also comprises a housing;
the housing is provided with a window; the light-splitting
plate is disposed at the window; and the first reflector
plate and the second reflector plate are disposed within
the housing.
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[0012] In still another embodiment, the multipath light
test device for the TOF module also comprises: a base
on which the housing is disposed; a slide rail disposed
on the base; and a support disposed on the slide rail and
movable along the lengthwise direction of the slide rail,
the TOF module being disposed on the support; wherein
a distance between the TOF module and the light-split-
ting plate is adjusted by movement of the support on the
slide rail.
[0013] In still another embodiment, the TOF module
mounted on the support is arranged opposite to a central
area of the light-splitting plate.
[0014] According to a second aspect of the embodi-
ments of the present invention, there is provided an error
measuring system for the depth value of a TOF module,
including: the multipath light test device for the TOF mod-
ule in accordance with the first aspect and any embodi-
ment of the first aspect; the TOF module configured to
emit light towards the multipath light test device for the
TOF module and acquire the measured depth value of
the light-splitting plate; an acquiring module configured
to acquire a distance from a light source of the TOF mod-
ule mounted on the support to the light-splitting plate
based on position of the support on the slide rail, and
take the distance as a theoretical depth value; and a
processing module configured to receive the theoretical
depth value acquired by the acquiring module, receive
the measured depth value acquired by the TOF module,
compare the theoretical depth value with the measured
depth value, and calculate the error of the depth value
of the TOF module resulted from the multipath light.
[0015] In one embodiment, the measured depth value
is a depth value from the light source of the TOF module
to a central area of the light-splitting plate.
[0016] In another embodiment, the measured depth
value is acquired by the TOF module through measuring
the depth value of the light-splitting plate based on light
from the first optical path and light from the second optical
path.
[0017] In still another embodiment, the measured
depth value is acquired by the TOF module through
measuring the depth value of the light-splitting plate
based on light from the first optical path, light from the
second optical path, and light from the third optical path.
[0018] According to a third aspect of the embodiments
of the present invention, there is provided an error meas-
uring method for the depth value of a TOF module, em-
ploying the error measuring system for the depth value
of the TOF module in accordance with the second aspect
and any embodiment of the second aspect, comprising:
allowing the TOF module to emit light towards the multi-
path light test device for the TOF module and acquire the
measured depth value of the light-splitting plate; acquir-
ing the theoretical depth value from the light source of
the TOF module to the light-splitting plate; and comparing
the theoretical depth value with the measured depth val-
ue, and calculating the error of the depth value of the
TOF module resulted from the multipath light.

[0019] In one embodiment, the theoretical depth value
is the distance between the light source of the TOF mod-
ule and the light-splitting plate; and the measured depth
value refers to a depth value of the light-splitting plate
calculated according to the time during which light, emit-
ted from the TOF module towards the multipath light test
device for the TOF module, is returned through the mul-
tipath light test device for the TOF module.
[0020] In another embodiment, the measured depth
value refers to a depth value from the light source of the
TOF module to the central area of the light-splitting plate.
[0021] In still another embodiment, the measured
depth value is acquired by the TOF module through
measuring the depth value of the light-splitting plate
based on light from the first optical path and light from
the second optical path.
[0022] In still another embodiment, the measured
depth value is acquired by the TOF module through
measuring the depth value of the light-splitting plate
based on light from the first optical path, light from the
second optical path and light from the third optical path.
[0023] According to a fourth aspect of the embodi-
ments of the present invention, there is provided an elec-
tronic device including: a memory configured to store in-
structions; and a processor configured to call the instruc-
tions to execute the error measuring method for the depth
value of the TOF module in accordance with the third
aspect or any embodiment of the third aspect.
[0024] According to a fifth aspect of the embodiments
of the present invention, there is provided a non-transi-
tory computer-readable memory medium having stored
therein computer-executable instructions and being con-
figured to implement the error measuring method for the
depth value of the TOF module in accordance with the
third aspect or any embodiment of the third aspect when
the computer-executable instructions are executed by a
processor.
[0025] The technical solutions provided by the embod-
iments of the present invention may have the following
advantages: the multipath light is simulated by the rea-
sonable arrangement of the light-splitting plate, the first
reflector plate and the second reflector plate, so as to
qualitatively and quantitatively determine the error of the
depth value acquired by the TOF module due to the mul-
tipath light.
[0026] It should be understood that the above general
description and the following detailed description are ex-
emplary and explanatory, and are not intended to limit
the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The accompanying drawings, which are incor-
porated in and constitute a part of this invention, illustrate
embodiments consistent with the invention and, together
with the invention, serve to explain the principles of the
invention.
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FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the impact
of multipath light on the depth value measured by
the TOF module in related arts.
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the impact
of multipath light on the depth value measured by
the TOF module in related arts.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a multipath
light test device for a TOF module in accordance with
some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating the posi-
tional relationships among a light-splitting plate, a
first reflector plate and a second reflector plate in the
multipath light test device for the TOF module in ac-
cordance with some embodiments of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a first op-
tical path in the multipath light test device for the TOF
module in accordance with some embodiments of
the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a second
optical path in the multipath light test device for the
TOF module in accordance with some embodiments
of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a third op-
tical path in the multipath light test device for the TOF
module in accordance with some embodiments of
the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating a light path
produced in the use process by the multipath light
test device for the TOF module in accordance with
some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating an error
measuring method for the depth value of a TOF mod-
ule in accordance with some embodiments of the
present invention.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an error meas-
uring device for the depth value of a TOF module in
accordance with some embodiments of the present
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] Reference will now be made in detail to exem-
plary embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in
the accompanying drawings. The following description
refers to the accompanying drawings in which the same
numbers in different drawings represent the same or sim-
ilar elements unless otherwise represented. The imple-
mentations set forth in the following description of exem-
plary embodiments do not represent all implementations
consistent with the present invention. Instead, they are
merely examples of devices and methods consistent with
aspects related to the present invention as recited in the
appended claims.
[0029] Principles of the present invention will be de-
scribed below with reference to several exemplary em-
bodiments. It should be understood that these embodi-
ments are given only to enable those skilled in the art to

better understand and implement the present invention,
and not to limit the scope of the present invention in any
way.
[0030] It should be noted that although the expressions
"first," "second" and the like are used herein to describe
different modules, steps, data and the like of the embod-
iments of the present invention, the expressions "first"
and "second" are only for the purpose of distinguishing
different modules, steps, data and the like, and do not
indicate a specific order or importance. In fact, the ex-
pressions "first" and "second" are completely inter-
changeable.
[0031] In order to better understand a device in accord-
ance with the present invention, a preferred embodiment
of the device in the present invention will be further de-
scribed hereinafter with reference to the accompanying
drawings. The orientation or positional relationships in-
dicated by the terms "center," "longitudinal," "trans-
verse," "front," "back," "left," "right," "vertical," "horizon-
tal," "top," "bottom," "inner," "outer" and the like are based
on the orientation or positional relationships shown in the
drawings, only for the convenience of describing the em-
bodiments and simplifying the description, rather than
indicating or suggesting that the referred device or ele-
ment must have a specific orientation and be constructed
and operated with a specific orientation, so it cannot be
construed as a limitation on the scope of protection of
this embodiment. The same reference number indicates
the structure of the same type.
[0032] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
impact of multipath light on the depth value measured by
the TOF module in related arts. FIG. 2 is a schematic
diagram illustrating the impact of multipath light on the
depth value measured by the TOF module in related arts.
[0033] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, in related art, the
impact of the multipath light on the depth value output by
the TOF module is measured by the following means in
related arts. That is to say, the TOF module is aligned at
a three-sided tapered corner with high reflectivity as
shown in FIG. 1 to form the multipath light. A depth graph
formed by the three-sided tapered corner is acquired,
and the impact degree of the multipath light on the depth
value acquired and outputted by the TOF module is de-
termined by judging whether the depth graph can restore
the three-sided tapered corner.
[0034] As multipath light path formed by emitting light
to the three-sided tapered corner with high reflectivity is
uncontrollable, specific impact of the multipath light on
the depth value acquired and outputted by the TOF mod-
ule cannot be accurately determined based on the cur-
rent method.
[0035] In related arts, the impact of the multipath light
on the TOF module is determined by observing the ac-
quired depth graph. However, this method has strong
subjectivity and cannot objectively and qualitatively de-
scribe the impact of the multipath light on the TOF mod-
ule.
[0036] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
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vides a multipath light test device for a TOF module so
as to solve the technical problems in related arts.
[0037] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a multipath
light test device for a TOF module in accordance with
some embodiments of the present invention. FIG. 4 is a
schematic diagram illustrating the positional relation-
ships among a light-splitting plate, a first reflector plate
and a second reflector plate in the multipath light test
device for the TOF module in accordance with some em-
bodiments of the present invention.
[0038] As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, a multipath light test
device 100 for a TOF module comprises a light-splitting
plate 10, a first reflector plate 20 connected with the light-
splitting plate 10, and a second reflector plate 30 ar-
ranged opposite to the first reflector plate 20.
[0039] The light-splitting plate 10 is configured to split
light emitted from a TOF module 40. The "light-splitting"
of the light-splitting plate 10 refers to that one part of light
incident to the light-splitting plate 10 can be reflected,
and the other part of light can be transmitted through the
light-splitting plate 10. For instance, the light emitted from
the TOF module 40 is incident to the light-splitting plate
10, the light-splitting plate 10 directly reflects one part of
light to the TOF module 40 and allows the other part of
light to transmit through the light-splitting plate 10 and
then be incident to the first reflector plate 20.
[0040] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the light-splitting plate 10 reflects the light emit-
ted from the TOF module 40 with a first reflectivity. For
instance, the first reflectivity may be 50%. When the first
reflectivity is 50%, after the light emitted from the TOF
module 40 is incident to the light-splitting plate 10, 50%
of the emitted light is reflected by the light-splitting plate
10 and then returned to the TOF module, and the remain-
ing 50% light is transmitted through the light-splitting
plate 10 and then incident to the first reflector plate 20.
[0041] The first reflector plate 20 is connected to the
light-splitting plate 10, and the first reflector plate 20 and
the light-splitting plate 10 are arranged to form a first an-
gle. The first angle may be 45° or 30°. The light which is
transmitted through the light-splitting plate 10 and then
incident to the first reflector plate 20 is reflected by the
first reflector plate 20 and then incident to the second
reflector plate 30.
[0042] The second reflector plate 30 is arranged op-
posite to the first reflector plate 20, and the second re-
flector plate 30 and the first reflector plate 20 are arranged
to form a second angle. That is, an extension line of the
second reflector plate 30 is intersected with an extension
line of the first reflector plate 20 to form the second angle.
The second angle may be 45° or 30°.
[0043] Each of the first reflector plate 20 and the sec-
ond reflector plate 30 has high reflectivity or total reflec-
tion capacity. That is, after light is incident to the first
reflector plate 20 or the second reflector plate 30, the
incident light may be not absorbed by the reflector plates
but totally reflected.
[0044] After the light emitted from the TOF module 40

is incident to the light-splitting plate 10, one part of the
emitted light is reflected by the light-splitting plate 10 with
the first reflectivity, and the reflected light may be returned
to the TOF module 40 along a first optical path.
[0045] In the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF
module in accordance with the present invention, the
light-splitting plate 10 is adopted to split the light emitted
from the TOF module 40. By utilization of the reasonable
arrangement of the light-splitting plate 10, the first reflec-
tor plate 20 and the second reflector plate 30, one part
of light emitted from the TOF module 40 is reflected by
the light-splitting plate 10 with the first reflectivity and
then returned to the TOF module 40 along a first optical
path 200, and the other part of light emitted from the TOF
module 40 is transmitted through the light-splitting plate
10 and incident to the first reflector plate 20 and the sec-
ond reflector plate 30 and then returned to the TOF mod-
ule 40 along a second optical path 300. The error of the
depth value acquired by the TOF module 40 due to the
multipath light can be qualitatively and quantitatively de-
termined by employing the multipath light test device in
the present invention.
[0046] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
first optical path in the multipath light test device for the
TOF module in accordance with some embodiments of
the present invention.
[0047] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, as shown in FIG. 5, the first optical path 200
includes: an incident light path along which the emitted
light from the TOF module 40 is incident to the light-split-
ting plate 10, and a first return light path along which the
emitted light is reflected by the light-splitting plate 10 and
returned to the TOF module 40.
[0048] As shown in FIG. 5, after the light-splitting proc-
ess of the light-splitting plate 10, one part of the emitted
light from the TOF module 40 is directly returned to the
TOF module 40 along the first optical path 200. Herein,
this part of the emitted light may be referred to as first
path light. The "flight" distance of the first path light may
be construed as a length of a first path in the multipath
light. Accordingly, the first path light refers to light "flying"
along the first path. It should be noted that a length of
the incident light path for the light emitted from the TOF
module 40 and then be incident to the light-splitting plate
10 is equal to a length of the first return light path for the
emitted light reflected by the light splittter 10 and returned
to the TOF module 40, and a direction of of the incident
light path is opposite to a direction of the first return light
path.
[0049] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
second optical path in the multipath light test device for
the TOF module in accordance with some embodiments
of the present invention.
[0050] The other part of the emitted light from the TOF
module 40 is transmitted through the light-splitting plate
10 and incident to the first reflector plate 20 and the sec-
ond reflector plate 30 and then returned to the TOF mod-
ule 40 along the second optical path 300.
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[0051] The second optical path 300 includes: a first
incident light path along which the emitted light from the
TOF module 40 is incident to the light-splitting plate 10,
a second incident light path along which the light is trans-
mitted through the light-splitting plate 10 and incident to
the first reflector plate 20, and a second return light path
along which the light is reflected by the first reflector plate
20 and the second reflector plate 30 in succession and
then returned to the TOF module 40.
[0052] It should be noted that the first incident light path
along which the emitted light from the TOF module 40 is
incident to the light-splitting plate 10 and the incident light
path along which the emitted light from the TOF module
40 is incident to the light-splitting plate 10 are a same
light path.
[0053] As shown in FIG. 6, after the light-splitting proc-
ess of the light-splitting plate 10, the other part of the
emitted light from the TOF module 40 is transmitted
through the light-splitting plate 10 and incident to the first
reflector plate 20. Herein, this part of emitted light may
be referred to as a second path light. The second path
light incident to the first reflector plate 20 is sequentially
reflected by the second reflector plate 30 and the first
reflector plate 20, and is then incident to the light-splitting
plate 10. After the light-splitting process of the light-split-
ting plate 10 again, one part of the second path light is
reflected to the first reflector plate 20, and this part of
light may be referred to as a primary reflected light (as
shown in FIG.7 not in FIG.6). The other part of the second
path light, which may be referred to as a primary outgoing
light, is transmitted through the light-splitting plate 10 and
then returned to the TOF module 40.
[0054] In view of the entire "flight" process of the pri-
mary outgoing light in the second path light, the primary
outgoing light is returned to the TOF module 40 along
the second optical path 300. The "flight" distance of the
primary outgoing light may be construed as a length of
a second path in the multipath light. Accordingly, the pri-
mary outgoing light refers to light "flying" along the sec-
ond path.
[0055] The light-splitting plate 10 and the first reflector
plate 20 are connected at a first angle. The "first angle"
may be adjusted according to the specific conditions of
the multipath light required to be tested in actual appli-
cation. In the case that the depth value of the same target
area is measured based on the same TOF module 40,
the controllable multipath light formed by the multipath
light test device 100 for the TOF module in the present
invention may vary with different first angle. Different er-
rors of the depth value of the target area measured by
the TOF module 40 due to different multipath light can
be qualitatively or quantitatively determined.
[0056] The second angle may be correspondingly ad-
justed with the first angle based on the reflection principle,
so as to ensure that the second path light can return to
the TOF module 40 along the second optical path 300.
[0057] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the first angle may be 45°. According to the

reflection principle, the second angle may be calculated
as 45° if the other part of the emitted light from the TOF
module 40 is transmitted through the light-splitting plate
10 and incident to the first reflector plate 20 and the sec-
ond reflector plate 30 successively and returned to the
TOF module 40 along the second optical path 300.
[0058] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the second return light path includes: a third
incident light path along which the light transmitted
through the light-splitting plate 10 and incident to the first
reflector plate 20 is reflected by the first reflector plate
20 and incident to the second reflector plate 30; a third
reflected light path along which the light is reflected by
the second reflector plate 30 and incident to the first re-
flector plate 20; a fourth incident light path along which
the light is reflected by the first reflector plate 20 and
incident to the light-splitting plate 10; and a light path
along which the light is transmitted through the light-split-
ting plate 10 and returned to the TOF module.
[0059] In actual application, if a light intensity of the
primary outgoing light is lower than an intensity threshold,
the "flight" distance of the primary outgoing light is not
taken into consideration, namely without considering the
error of the depth value acquired and outputted by the
TOF module 40 due to the light "flying" along the second
path (or the second optical path 300); and if the light
intensity of the primary outgoing light is higher than the
intensity threshold, the error of the depth value acquired
and outputted by the TOF module 40 due to the light
"flying" along the second path (or the second optical path
300) shall be taken into consideration.
[0060] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
third optical path in the multipath light test device for the
TOF module in accordance with some embodiments of
the present invention.
[0061] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, as shown in FIG. 7, the primary reflected light
described above, namely the part light reflected by the
light-splitting plate 10 among the light reflected by the
first reflector plate 20 and incident to the light-splitting
plate 10 (the second path light), may be incident to the
first reflector plate 20, sequentially reflected by the sec-
ond reflector plate 30 and the first reflector plate 20, and
then incident to the light-splitting plate 10.
[0062] As the light-splitting plate 10 has light-splitting
ability, one part of the primary reflected light, which may
be referred to as secondary reflected light, is reflected to
the first reflector plate 20 again. The other part of the
primary reflected light, which may be referred to as sec-
ondary outgoing light, will be transmitted through the
light-splitting plate 10 and returned to the TOF module 40.
[0063] In view of the entire "flight" process of the sec-
ondary outgoing light, the secondary outgoing light is re-
turned to the TOF module 40 along a third optical path
400. The "flight" distance of the secondary outgoing light
may be construed as a length of a third path in the mul-
tipath light. Correspondingly, the secondary outgoing
light forms light "flying" along the third path.
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[0064] The third optical path 400 includes: a first inci-
dent light path along which the emitted light from the TOF
module 40 is incident to the light-splitting plate 10; a sec-
ond incident light path along which the light is transmitted
through the light-splitting plate 10 and incident to the first
reflector plate 20; a third incident light path along which
the light is reflected by the first reflector plate 20 and
incident to the second reflector plate 30; a third reflected
light path along which the light is reflected by the second
reflector plate 30 to the first reflector plate 20; a fourth
incident light path along which the light is reflected by the
first reflector plate 20 and incident to the bream splitter
10; a fifth incident light path along which the light is re-
flected by the light-splitting plate 10 and incident to the
first reflector plate 20; a sixth incident light path along
which the light is reflected by the first reflector plate 20
and incident to the second reflector plate 30; a sixth re-
flected light path along which the light is reflected by the
second reflector plate 30 to the first reflector plate 20; a
seventh incident light path along which the light is reflect-
ed by the first reflector plate 20 and incident to the light-
splitting plate 10; and a light path along which the light
is transmitted through the light-splitting plate 10 and re-
turned to the TOF module 40.
[0065] It should be noted that if the light intensity of the
primary outgoing light is lower than the intensity thresh-
old, the light intensity of the secondary outgoing light
formed based on the primary reflected light is certainly
lower than the intensity threshold. In this case, the error
the depth value acquired and outputted by the TOF mod-
ule 40 due to the light formed by the secondary outgoing
light and "flying" along the third path (or the third optical
path) in the multipath light will not be considered. Or else,
whether the light intensity of the secondary outgoing light
is higher than the intensity threshold must be further de-
termined; and, if higher than the intensity threshold, the
impact of the "flight" distance of the secondary outgoing
light on error of the depth value acquired and outputted
by the TOF module 40 must be considered.
[0066] It should be noted that the intensity threshold
may be adjusted according to actual conditions. For in-
stance, the intensity threshold may be 10% of that of the
emitted light from the TOF module 40.
[0067] Similarly, the secondary reflected light de-
scribed above may be incident to the first reflector plate
20 again and is sequentially reflected by the second re-
flector plate 30 and the first reflector plate 20 and incident
to the light-splitting plate 10 again.
[0068] As the light-splitting plate 10 has light-splitting
ability, one part of the secondary reflected light, which
may be referred to as tertiary reflected light, is reflected
to the first reflector plate 20 again. The other part of the
secondary reflected light, which may be referred to as
tertiary emitted light, is transmitted through the light-split-
ting plate 10 and returned to the TOF module 40.
[0069] In view of the entire "flight" process of the tertiary
emitted light, the tertiary emitted light is returned to the
TOF module 40 along a fourth optical path. The "flight"

distance of the tertiary emitted light may be construed as
a length of a fourth path in the multipath light. Corre-
spondingly, the tertiary emitted light forms light "flying"
along the fourth path.
[0070] It should be noted that if the light intensity of the
secondary outgoing light is lower than the intensity
threshold, the light intensity of the tertiary emitted light
formed based on the secondary reflected light is certainly
lower than the intensity threshold. In this case, the error
of the depth value acquired and outputted by the TOF
module 40 due to the light being formed by the tertiary
emitted light and "flying" along the fourth path (or the
fourth optical path) in the multipath light will not be con-
sidered. Or else, whether the light intensity of the tertiary
emitted light is higher than the intensity threshold must
be further determined; and if higher than the intensity
threshold, the impact of the "flight" distance of the tertiary
emitted light on the error of the depth value acquired and
outputted by the TOF module 40 must be considered.
[0071] As the forming principle of the light "flying" along
the fourth path and the light "flying" along the fifth path
is the same as that of the light "flying" along the second
path or the light "flying" along the third path, no further
description will be given herein.
[0072] The light-splitting plate 10 may perform light-
splitting process on the emitted light from the TOF module
40. The light-splitting process degree, namely the reflect-
ing ability of the light-splitting plate 10, may be adjusted
by correspondingly treatment on the light-splitting plate
10 according to actual demands.
[0073] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, light-splitting layers may be coated on both
sides of the light-splitting plate 10. The light-splitting layer
may divide/split the light incident to the light-splitting plate
10 into light reflected from the light-splitting plate 10 and
light transmitted through the light-splitting plate 10.
[0074] The light-splitting processing ability of the light-
splitting plate 10, namely the reflecting capacity or the
reflectivity of the light-splitting plate 10, may be adjusted
by adjusting the light-splitting layer.
[0075] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the reflectivity of the light-splitting plate 10 may
be 50%. After the emitted light from the TOF module 40
is processed by the light-splitting plate 10, 50% of the
emitted light, i.e. the above first path light, is reflected by
the light-splitting plate 10 and returned to the TOF module
40 along the first optical path 200.
[0076] The other 50% of the emitted light, i.e. the sec-
ond path light described above, is transmitted through
the light-splitting plate 10 and incident to the first reflector
plate 20. The first path light and the second path light
with different light intensities will be generated with dif-
ferent reflectivity of the light-splitting plate 10.
[0077] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF
module also comprises a housing 50.
[0078] Herein, the housing 50 is provided with a win-
dow 501; the light-splitting plate 10 is disposed at the
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window 501; and the first reflector plate 20 and the sec-
ond reflector plate 30 are disposed within the housing 50.
[0079] In actual application, the dimension of the light-
splitting plate 10 may further be consistent with that of
the window 501.
[0080] As the light-splitting plate 10 is disposed at the
window 501 of the housing 50 and the first reflector plate
20 and the second reflector plate 30 are disposed within
the housing 50, that part of light transmitted through the
light-splitting plate 10 (the second path light) among the
emitted light emitted from the TOF module 40 may be
reflected by the first reflector plate 20 and the second
reflector plate 30 once or multiple times in an enclosed
environment, so as to avoid the impact of other stray light
in the process of forming the light "flying" along multiple
paths, and then the controllable multipath light formed
by the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF module
can be more accurate.
[0081] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF
module further comprises a base 60, a slide rail 70 dis-
posed on the base 60, and a support 80 disposed on the
slide rail 70.
[0082] Herein, the housing 50 is disposed on the base
60; the slide rail 70 is disposed on the base 60; the sup-
port 80 is disposed on the slide rail 70 and movable along
the lengthwise direction of the slide rail 70. The TOF mod-
ule 40 is disposed on the support 80, and the distance
between the TOF module 40 and the light-splitting plate
10 is adjusted by the support 80 moving on the slide rail
70.
[0083] In actual application, based on different distanc-
es between the TOF module 40 and the light-splitting
plate 10, the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF
module may be utilized to test the multipath light corre-
sponding to the distance between the TOF module 40
and the light-splitting plate 10.
[0084] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the TOF module 40 mounted on the support
80 is arranged opposite to the central area of the light-
splitting plate 10.
[0085] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating a light
path generated in use by a multipath light test device for
the TOF module in accordance with some embodiments
of the present invention.
[0086] Referring to FIG. 8, the following example is
used for illustration in order to more clearly show the
working principle of the present invention.
[0087] In actual application, the TOF module 40 may
be arranged facing the multipath light test device for the
TOF module in the present invention. For the conven-
ience of calculating the specific distance of the multipath
light formed by the multipath light test device 100 for the
TOF module, the central area of the light-splitting plate
10 may be selected as a target area of which the TOF
module 40 acquires and outputs the depth value.
[0088] The central area may be determined according
to actual conditions, for example, may be a circular area

determined by taking a center point of the light-splitting
plate 10 as a center of the circle area and taking 30% of
the shortest side length of the light-splitting plate 10 as
a radius of the circle area.
[0089] In application, the TOF module 40 is disposed
on the support 80; the support 80 is disposed on the slide
rail 70; and the distance L3 between the TOF module 40
and the light-splitting plate 10 of the device is adjusted
through the slide rail 70.
[0090] Assuming distance L3 between the TOF mod-
ule 40 and the light-splitting plate 10 is 40 cm and there
is no multipath light path (i.e. the light-splitting plate 10
without light-splitting ability is a total reflection plate, since
the distance between the TOF module 40 and the target
area is 40 cm, the "flight" distance of the emitted light
from the TOF module 40 relative to the target area, meas-
ured based on the TOF algorithm, may be 40cm*2. Thus,
the depth value of the target area acquired and outputted
by the TOF module 40 may be determined based on the
"flight" distance of the emitted light from the TOF module
40 relative to the target area. In actual application, the
depth value of the target area determined based on the
"flight" distance of the emitted light from the TOF module
relative to the target area may be taken as the theoretical
depth value of the target area.
[0091] In order to test the multipath light, the light-split-
ting plate 10 has light-splitting ability which is determined
according to the reflectivity of the light-splitting plate 10.
It is assumed that the reflectivity of the light-splitting plate
10 is 50%, the length L2 of one side of the housing 50
provided with the window 501 is 36 cm, the length L1 of
the window 501 is 16 cm, and correspondingly, the length
of the light-splitting plate 10 is also 16 cm.
[0092] For the convenience of calculation, the first an-
gle Q1 is 45°, and according to the reflection principle,
the second angle Q2 may be determined to be 45° as well.
[0093] When the TOF module 40 emits the light to-
wards the light-splitting plate 10 of the multipath light test
device 100 for the TOF module, as the reflectivity of the
light-splitting plate 10 is 50%, 50% of the emitted light
(i.e. the first path light) is reflected by the light-splitting
plate 10 and returned to the TOF module 40 along the
first optical path 200 (i.e. an incident light path along
which the emitted light from the TOF module 40 is incident
to the light-splitting plate 10 and the first return light path
along which the emitted light is returned to the TOF mod-
ule 40), with the distance of 40 cm*2. In this case, the
"flight" distance of the first path light, namely the length
of the first path in the above-mentioned multipath light,
is 40 cm*2.
[0094] The other 50% emitted light (i.e. the second
path light) will be transmitted through the light-splitting
plate 10 into the housing 50 and incident on the first re-
flector plate 20. As the first reflector plate 20 has total
reflection property, according to the reflection principle,
the second path light will be totally reflected to the second
reflector plate 30. Similarly, as the second reflector plate
30 has total reflection property, the second path light will
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be totally reflected to the first reflector plate 20. Then,
the second path light totally reflected to the first reflector
plate 20 is incident to the light-splitting plate 10.
[0095] Based on the 50% reflectivity of the light-split-
ting plate, 50% of the second path light (i.e. the above-
mentioned primary reflected light) will be reflected to the
first reflector plate 20 again. The remaining 50% of the
second path light (i.e. the primary outgoing light de-
scribed above) will be directly transmitted through the
light-splitting plate 10 and returned to the TOF module
40. In this case, the intensity of the primary outgoing light
is 25% (i.e. 50%*50%) of the light intensity of the emitted
light from the TOF module 40.
[0096] It is assumed that an intensity threshold is 10%
of the emitted light from the TOF module. As the intensity
of the primary outgoing light is higher than the intensity
threshold, the impact of the "flight" distance of the primary
outgoing light on error of the depth value acquired and
outputted by the TOF module 40 must be considered. In
this case, the "flight" distance of the primary outgoing
light, namely the length of the second path in the above-
mentioned multipath light, is 40cm*2+(8+8+20)cm*2.
[0097] As for the above "second path light," one part
is returned to the TOF module 40 in the form of primary
outgoing light, and the other part will be reflected to the
first reflector plate 20 again in the form of the primary
reflected light. Herein, the light intensity of the primary
reflected light is 25% (i.e. 50%*50%) of the light intensity
of the emitted light from the TOF module 40.
[0098] The primary reflected light is subjected to the
total reflection of the second reflector plate 20 and the
first reflector plate 30 in sequence, and is then incident
to the light-splitting plate 10 again. Based on the 50%
reflectivity of the light-splitting plate, 50% of the primary
reflected light (i.e. the above-mentioned secondary re-
flected light) will be reflected to the first reflector plate 20
again, and the remaining 50% of the primary reflected
light (i.e. the above-mentioned secondary outgoing light)
will be directly transmitted through the light-splitting plate
10 and returned to the TOF module 40. In this case, the
light intensity of the secondary outgoing light is 12.5%
(i.e. 50%*50%*50%) of the light intensity of the emitted
light from the TOF module 40.
[0099] Assuming the intensity threshold is 10% of the
emitted light from the TOF module 40, as the intensity of
the secondary outgoing light is higher than the intensity
threshold, the impact of the "flight" distance of the sec-
ondary outgoing light on th error of the depth value ac-
quired and outputted by the TOF module 40 must be
considered. In this case, the "flight" distance of the sec-
ondary outgoing light (i.e. the length of the third path in
the multipath light mentioned above) is
40cm*2+(8+8+20)cm*2+(8+8+20)cm*2.
[0100] Similarly, the light intensity of the tertiary emit-
ted light formed based on the secondary reflected light
is 6.25% (i.e. 50%*50%*50%*50%) of the light intensity
of the emitted light from the TOF module 40. As the in-
tensity threshold is 10% of the emitted light from the TOF

module 40 and the light intensity of the tertiary emitted
light is lower than the intensity threshold, the impact of
the "flight" distance of the tertiary emitted light on the
error of the depth value acquired and outputted by the
TOF module 40 is not to be considered.
[0101] As can be seen, as for this example, the multi-
path light having impact on the error of the depth value
acquired and outputted by the TOF module 40 includes
lights mixed by long and short paths which are light "fly-
ing" along the first path (the distance/length is 80 cm),
light "flying" along the second path (the distance/length
is 152 cm), and light "flying" along the third path (the
distance/length is 224 cm).
[0102] In actual application, the multipath light that
causes error to the depth value acquired and outputted
by the TOF module 40 may also be controllably adjusted
by adjusting the reflectivity of the light-splitting plate 10,
the first angle and the second angle.
[0103] Based on the same invention concept, the em-
bodiment of the present invention further provides an er-
ror measuring system for the depth value of a TOF mod-
ule, which comprises: the multipath light test device 100
for the TOF module in accordance with the first aspect
or any embodiment of the first aspect, a TOF module 40,
an acquiring module and a processing module.
[0104] The TOF module 40 is configured to emit light
towards the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF
module, so as to acquire the measured depth value of
the light-splitting plate 10.
[0105] The acquiring module is configured to acquire
the distance between a light source of the TOF module
40 mounted on the support 80 and the light-splitting plate
10 based on the position of the support 80 on the slide
rail 70, and take the distance as the theoretical depth
value.
[0106] The processing module is configured to receive
the theoretical depth value acquired by the acquiring
module, receive the measured depth value acquired by
the TOF module 40, compare the theoretical depth value
with the measured depth value, and calculate the error
of the depth value acquired and outputted by the TOF
module 40 due to the multipath light.
[0107] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the measured depth value refers to the depth
value from the light source of the TOF module 40 to the
central area of the light-splitting plate 10.
[0108] In application, for analyzing the error the depth
value acquired and outputted by the TOF module 40 due
to the mixed light of some specific long and short paths,
the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF module
may be adopted to test the mixed light of these specific
long and short paths.
[0109] The TOF module 40 acquires and outputs the
depth value of the central area of the light-splitting plate
10 of the multipath light test device 100 for the TOF mod-
ule, namely the measured depth value of the light-split-
ting plate 10, based on the mixed light of these specific
long and short paths. It should be noted that the meas-
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ured depth value is the depth value of the light-splitting
plate 10 acquired and outputted by the TOF module 40
after being affected by the mixed light of these specific
long and short paths, and is different from the theoretical
depth value.
[0110] Herein, the central area of the light-splitting
plate 10 may be determined according to actual condi-
tions. For example, it may be a circular area determined
by taking a center point of the light-splitting plate 10 as
the center of the circle area and taking 30% of the shortest
side length of the light-splitting plate 10 as the radius of
the circle area.
[0111] The mean value calculated through the meas-
ured depth values of all the pixels at the central area of
the light-splitting plate 10 may be taken as the measured
depth value of the light-splitting plate 10 acquired and
outputted by the TOF module 40.
[0112] The accuracy of the depth value of the central
area of the light-splitting plate 10 acquired and outputted
by the TOF module 40 may be determined by calculating
the difference between the measured depth value and
the theoretical depth value.
[0113] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the measured depth value is acquired by the
TOF module 40 through measuring the depth value of
the light-splitting plate 10 based on the light along the
first optical path and the light along the second optical
path.
[0114] That is to say, the TOF module 40 acquires and
outputs the depth value of the central area of the light-
splitting plate 10 of the multipath light test device 100 for
the TOF module based on the mixed light of the specific
long and short paths (i.e. light mixed by the light along
the first optical path and the light along the second optical
path).
[0115] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the measured depth value is acquired by the
TOF module 40 through measuring the depth value of
the light-splitting plate 10 based on the light along the
first optical path, the light along the second optical path
and the light along the third optical path.
[0116] That is to say, the TOF module 40 acquires and
outputs the depth value of the central area of the light-
splitting plate 10 of the multipath light test device 100 for
the TOF module based on the mixed light of the specific
long and short paths (i.e. light mixed by the light along
the first optical path, the light along the second optical
path, and the light along the third optical path).
[0117] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a
method for measuring the error of the depth value of a
TOF module in accordance with some embodiments of
the present invention.
[0118] Based on the similar invention concept, as
shown in FIG. 9, the embodiment of the present invention
further provides a method 500 of measuring an error of
the depth value of a TOF module, which employs the
system of measuring the error of the depth value of the
TOF module in accordance with the second aspect or

any embodiment of the second aspect.
[0119] The method 500 of measuring the error of the
depth value of the TOF module comprises: a step of ac-
quiring a measured depth value (S501), a step of acquir-
ing a theoretical depth value (S502), and a step of cal-
culating error (S503).
[0120] In the step of acquiring the measured depth val-
ue (S501), the TOF module 40 emits light towards the
multipath light test device 100 for the TOF module, so as
to acquire the measured depth value of the light-splitting
plate 10.
[0121] In the step of acquiring the theoretical depth val-
ue (S502): acquiring the theoretical depth value from the
light source of the TOF module 40 to the light-splitting
plate 10.
[0122] In the step of calculating the error (S503): com-
paring the theoretical depth value with the measured
depth value, and calculating the error of the depth value
acquired and outputted by the TOF module 40 due to the
multipath light.
[0123] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the theoretical depth value is the distance from
the light source of the TOF module 40 to the light-splitting
plate 10. The measured depth value is a depth value
calculated according to the time that the light, emitted
from the TOF module 40 to the multipath light test device
100 for the TOF module, returned through the multipath
light test device 100 for the TOF module.
[0124] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the measured depth value is the depth value
from the light source of the TOF module 40 to the central
area of the light-splitting plate 10.
[0125] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the measured depth value is acquired by the
TOF module 40 through measuring the depth value of
the light-splitting plate 10 based on the light from the first
optical path and the light from the second optical path.
[0126] In one exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, the measured depth value is acquired by the
TOF module 40 through measuring the depth value of
the light-splitting plate 10 based on the light from the first
optical path, the light from the second optical path and
the light from the third optical path
[0127] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a device
of executing the method 500 of measuring error of the
depth value of the TOF module in accordance with some
embodiments of the present invention. For instance, the
device may be a mobile phone, a computer, a digital
broadcasting terminal, a messaging device, a game con-
sole, a tablet, a medical device, a fitness apparatus, a
personal digital assistant, and the like.
[0128] Referring to FIG. 10, the device may include
one or more following assemblies: a processing assem-
bly 1302, a memory 1304, a power assembly 1306, a
multimedia assembly 1308, an audio assembly 1310, an
input/output (I/O) interface 1312, a sensor assembly
1314, and a communication assembly 1316.
[0129] The processing assembly 1302 typically con-
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trols the overall operation of the device, such as the op-
erations associated with display, telephone calls, data
communication, camera operation, and recording oper-
ations. The processing assembly 1302 may include one
or more processors 1320 to execute instructions to per-
form all or part of the steps in the above method. In ad-
dition, the processing assembly 1302 may include one
or more modules which facilitate the interaction between
the processing assembly 1302 and other assemblies. For
instance, the processing assembly 1302 may include a
multimedia module to facilitate the interaction between
the multimedia assembly 1308 and the processing as-
sembly 1302.
[0130] The memory 1304 is configured to store various
types of data to support the operation of the device. Ex-
amples of such data include instructions for any applica-
tions or methods operated on the device, contact data,
phonebook data, messages, pictures, video, etc. The
memory 1304 may be implemented using any type of
volatile or non-volatile memory devices, or a combination
thereof, such as a static random access memory
(SRAM), an electrically erasable programmable read-on-
ly memory (EEPROM), an erasable programmable read-
only memory (EPROM), a programmable read-only
memory (PROM), a read-only memory (ROM), a mag-
netic memory, a flash memory, a magnetic or optical disk.
[0131] The power assembly 1306 provides power to
various assemblies of the device. The power assembly
1306 may include a power management system, one or
more power sources, and any other assemblies associ-
ated with the generation, management, and distribution
of power in the device.
[0132] The multimedia assembly 1308 includes a
screen providing an output interface between the device
and the user. In some embodiments, the screen may
include a liquid crystal display (LCD) and a touch panel
(TP). If the screen includes the touch panel, the screen
may be implemented as a touch screen to receive input
signals from the user. The touch panel includes one or
more touch sensors to sense touches, swipes, and ges-
tures on the touch panel. The touch sensors may not only
sense a boundary of a touch or swipe action, but also
sense a period of time and the pressure associated with
the touch or swipe action. In some embodiments, the
multimedia assembly 1308 includes a front camera
and/or a rear camera. The front camera and the rear cam-
era may receive external multimedia data while the de-
vice is in an operation mode, such as a photographing
mode or a video mode. Each of the front camera and the
rear camera may be a fixed optical lens system or have
focus and optical zoom capability.
[0133] The audio assembly 1310 is configured to out-
put and/or input audio signals. For example, the audio
assembly 1310 includes a microphone ("MIC") config-
ured to receive an external audio signal when the device
is in an operation mode, such as a call mode, a recording
mode, and a voice recognition mode. The received audio
signal may be further stored in the memory 1304 or trans-

mitted via the communication assembly 1316. In some
embodiments, the audio assembly 1310 further includes
a speaker to output audio signals.
[0134] The I/O interface 1312 provides an interface be-
tween the processing assembly 1302 and peripheral in-
terface modules, such as a keyboard, a click wheel, but-
tons, and the like. The buttons may include, but are not
limited to, a home button, a volume button, a starting
button, and a locking button.
[0135] The sensor assembly 1314 includes one or
more sensors to provide status assessments of various
aspects of the device. For instance, the sensor assembly
1314 may detect an open/closed status of the device,
relative positioning of assemblies, e.g., the display and
the keypad, of the device, a change in position of the
device or a assembly of the device, a presence or ab-
sence of user contact with the device, an orientation or
an acceleration/deceleration of the device, and a change
in temperature of the device. The sensor assembly 1314
may include a proximity sensor configured to detect the
presence of nearby objects without any physical contact.
The sensor assembly 1314 may further include a light
sensor, such as a CMOS or CCD image sensor, for use
in imaging applications. In some embodiments, the sen-
sor assembly 1314 may also include an accelerometer
sensor, a gyroscope sensor, a magnetic sensor, a pres-
sure sensor, or a temperature sensor.
[0136] The communication assembly 1316 is config-
ured to facilitate communication, wired or wirelessly, be-
tween the device and other devices. The device can ac-
cess a wireless network based on a communication
standard, such as Wi-Fi, 2G, or 3G, or a combination
thereof. In one exemplary embodiment, the communica-
tion assembly 1316 receives a broadcast signal or broad-
cast associated information from an external broadcast
management system via a broadcast channel. In one ex-
emplary embodiment, the communication assembly
1316 further includes a near field communication (NFC)
module to facilitate short-range communications. For ex-
ample, the NFC module may be implemented based on
a radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, an
infrared data association (IrDA) technology, an ultra-
wideband (UWB) technology, a Bluetooth (BT) technol-
ogy, and other technologies.
[0137] In exemplary embodiments, the device may be
implemented with one or more application specific inte-
grated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs),
digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programma-
ble logic devices (PLDs), field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), controllers, micro-controllers, microproces-
sors, or other electronic assemblies, for performing the
above methods.
[0138] In exemplary embodiments, there is also pro-
vided a non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
um including instructions, such as included in the mem-
ory 1304, executable by the processor 1320 in the device,
for performing the above-described methods. For exam-
ple, the non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
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um may be a ROM, a random-access memory (RAM), a
CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disc, an optical data
storage device, and the like.
[0139] In exemplary embodiments, there is also pro-
vided a non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
um including instructions, such as included in the mem-
ory 1304, executable by the processor 1320 in the device,
for performing the above-described methods. For exam-
ple, the non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
um may be a ROM, a random-access memory (RAM), a
CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disc, an optical data
storage device, and the like.
[0140] It can be further understood that "a plurality" in
the present invention refers to two or more, and other
quantifiers are similar thereto. "And/or" describes the as-
sociation relationship of the associated objects, and in-
dicates that there can be three kinds of relationships. For
example, A and/or B can mean that there are three cases
in which A exists alone, A and B exist, and B exists alone.
The symbol "/" generally indicates that the related objects
are an "or" relationship. The singular forms "a/an," "the,"
and "said" are intended to include the plural forms as
well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
[0141] It can further be understood that while opera-
tions are depicted in the drawings in a particular order in
the embodiments of the present invention, this should
not be construed as requiring that such operations be
performed in the particular order shown or in sequential
order, or that all illustrated operations be performed, to
achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, mul-
titasking and parallel processing can be advantageous.
[0142] Other embodiments of the present invention will
be apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration
of the specification and practice of the present invention
disclosed here. This application is intended to cover any
variations, uses, or adaptations of the present invention
following the general principles thereof and including
such departures from the present invention as come with-
in known or customary practice in the art. It is intended
that the specification and examples be considered as
exemplary only, with a true scope of the present invention
being indicated by the following claims.
[0143] It will be appreciated that the present invention
is not limited to the exact construction that has been de-
scribed above and illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings, and that various modifications and changes can be
made without departing from the scope thereof. It is in-
tended that the scope of the present invention only be
limited by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A multipath light test device (100) for a time of flight
(TOF) module (40), characterized in that the mul-
tipath light test device (100) comprises:

a light-splitting plate (10) configured to split light

emitted from the TOF module (40);
a first reflector plate (20) connected to the light-
splitting plate (10) and forming a first angle with
the light-splitting plate (10); and
a second reflector plate (30) disposed on one
side opposite to the first reflector plate (20),
forming a second angle with the first reflector
plate (20);
wherein one part of the emitted light from the
TOF module (40) is returned to the TOF module
(40) along a first optical path (200) after being
reflected on the light-splitting plate (10) with a
first reflectivity; and
the other part of the emitted light from the TOF
module (40) is transmitted through the light-split-
ting plate (10) and incident to the first reflector
plate (20) and then returned to the TOF module
(40) along a second optical path (300).

2. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 1, characterized in that

the first optical path (200) comprises: an incident
light path along which the emitted light is incident
to the light-splitting plate (10) and a first return
light path along which the light is returned to the
TOF module (40); and
the second optical path (300) comprises: a first
incident light path along which the emitted light
is incident to the light-splitting plate (10), a sec-
ond incident light path along which the light is
transmitted through the light-splitting plate (10)
and incident to the first reflector plate (20), and
a second return light path along which the light
is reflected by the first reflector plate (20) and
the second reflector plate (30) and returned to
the TOF module (40).

3. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 1, characterized in that
each of the first angle and the second angle is 45°.

4. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 2, characterized in that
the second return light path comprises: a third inci-
dent light path along which the light transmitted
through the light-splitting plate (10) and incident to
the first reflector plate (20) is reflected by the first
reflector plate (20) and incident to the second reflec-
tor plate (30), a third reflected light path along which
the light is reflected by the second reflector plate (30)
to the first reflector plate (20), a fourth incident light
path along which the light is reflected by the first re-
flector plate (20) and incident to the light-splitting
plate (10), and a light path along which the light is
transmitted through the light-splitting plate (10) and
returned to the TOF module (40).
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5. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 4, characterized in that

one part of light that is reflected by the first re-
flector plate (20) and incident to the light-splitting
plate (10) is reflected by the light-splitting plate
(10); reflected light is incident to the first reflector
plate (20) and returned to the TOF module (40)
along a third optical path (400); and
the third optical path (400) comprises: a first in-
cident light path along which the incident light is
incident to the light-splitting plate (10), a second
incident light path along which the light is trans-
mitted through the light-splitting plate (10) and
incident to the first reflector plate (20), a third
incident light path along which the light is reflect-
ed by the first reflector plate (20) and incident to
the second reflector plate (30), a third reflected
light path along which the light is reflected by
the second reflector plate (30) to the first reflec-
tor plate (20), a fourth incident light path along
which the light is reflected by the first reflector
plate (20) and incident to the light-splitting plate
(10), a fifth incident light path along which the
light is reflected by the light-splitting plate (10)
and incident to the first reflector plate (20), a
sixth incident light path along which the light is
reflected by the first reflector plate (20) and in-
cident to the second reflector plate (30), a sixth
reflected light path along which the light is re-
flected by the second reflector plate (30) to the
first reflector plate (20), a seventh incident light
path along which the light is reflected by the first
reflector plate (20) and incident to the light-split-
ting plate (10), and a light path along which the
light is transmitted through the light-splitting
plate (10) and returned to the TOP module (40).

6. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 1, characterized in that
light-splitting layers are coated on both sides of the
light-splitting plate (10) for splitting the light incident
to the light-splitting plate (10) to a light reflected from
the light-splitting plate (10) and a light transmitted
through the light-splitting plate (10).

7. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 1, characterized in that

the multipath light test device (100) for the TOF
module (40) further comprises a housing (50);
the housing (50) is provided with a window (501);
the light-splitting plate (10) is disposed at the
window (50); and
the first reflector plate (20) and the second re-
flector plate (30) are disposed within the housing
(50).

8. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 7, characterized in that
the multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) further comprises:

a base (60) on which the housing (50) is dis-
posed;
a slide rail (70) disposed on the base (60); and
a support (80) disposed on the slide rail (70) and
movable along the lengthwise direction of the
slide rail (70), the TOF module (40) being dis-
posed on the support (80);
wherein a distance between the TOF module
(40) and the light-splitting plate (10) is adjusted
by movement of the support (80) on the slide rail
(70).

9. The multipath light test device (100) for the TOF mod-
ule (40) according to claim 8, characterized in that
the TOF module (40) mounted on the support (80)
is arranged opposite to a central area of the light-
splitting plate (10).

10. An error measuring system for a depth value of a
TOF module (40), characterized in that the error
measuring system comprises:

the multipath light test device (100) for the TOF
module (40) according to any one of claims 1 to
9;
the TOF module (40) configured to emit light to-
wards the multipath light test device (100) for
the TOF module (40) and acquire the measured
depth value of the light-splitting plate (10);
an acquiring module configured to acquire a dis-
tance from a light source of the TOF module (40)
mounted on the support (80) to the light-splitting
plate (10) based on position of the support (80)
on the slide rail (70), and take the distance as a
theoretical depth value; and
a processing module configured to receive the
theoretical depth value acquired by the acquir-
ing module, receive the measured depth value
acquired by the TOF module (40), compare the
theoretical depth value with the measured depth
value, and calculate the error of the depth value
of the TOF module (40) resulted from the multi-
path light.

11. The error measuring system for the depth value of
the TOF module (40) according to claim 10, char-
acterized in that
the measured depth value is a depth value from the
light source of the TOF module (40) to a central area
of the light-splitting plate (10).

12. The error measuring system for the depth value of
the TOF module (40) according to claim 10, char-
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acterized in that
the measured depth value is a depth value of the
light-splitting plate (10) calculated according to the
time during which light, emitted from the TOF module
(40) towards the multipath light test device (100) for
the TOF module (40), is returned through the multi-
path light test device (100) for the TOF module (40).

13. An error measuring method (500) for a depth value
of a TOF module (40), characterized in that the
error measuring method (500) employs the error
measuring system for the depth value of the TOF
module (40) according to any one of claims 10 to 12,
the method (500) comprising:

allowing the TOF module (40) to emit light to-
wards the multipath light test device (100) for
the TOF module (40) and acquire the measured
depth value of the light-splitting plate (10);
acquiring the theoretical depth value from the
light source of the TOF module (40) to the light-
splitting plate (10); and
comparing the theoretical depth value with the
measured depth value and calculating the error
of the depth value of the TOF module (40) re-
sulted from the multipath light.

14. An electronic device, characterized in that the elec-
tronic device comprises:

a memory configured to store instructions; and
a processor configured to call the instructions to
execute the error measuring method (500) for
the depth value of the TOF module (40) of claim
13.

15. A non-transitory computer-readable memory medi-
um having stored therein computer-executable in-
structions, characterized in that implementing the
error measuring method (500) for the depth value of
the TOF module (40) of claim 13 when the computer-
executable instructions are executed by a processor.
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